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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Based in the Old Town of Yellowknife, Northwest Territories, LINE is a landscape 

architecture intervention that critiques current heritage place-making and planning methods. 
It uses the Indigenous worldviews of cyclical time to give rise to a new and unconventional 
way of interpreting Yellowknife’s heritage as living, and uses storytelling as a qualitative 
methodology and landscape practice.  

 
 

CONTEXT 
 

 
Traditional Knowledge Mapping 

 
Approximately a quarter of the population of Yellowknife identifies as Indigenous, and 

this proportion can climb to over 50% in some of the smaller communities in the Northwest 
As such, over the past three decades, The Yellowknives Dene First Nation and the Sahtu Dene 
First Nation have been conducting what is known as Traditional Knowledge Mapping. 
Traditional Knowledge is defined by the YKDFN as follows: 
 
“ Where the people have been, how they have used their lands, and what changes the people 

have observed, are remembered by the people. That is the essence of the traditional 
knowledge of peoples born to their lands. This knowledge is passed from an experienced 

generation to the next, so that the peoples learn accumulated patterns of change”  
(Weledeh Yellowknives Dene, 1997). 

 
Traditional knowledge maps are physical manifestations of the stories orally passed 

down from generation to generation, and are representative of memories and knowledge 
acquired through the direct experience of traveling the land. According to anthropologists 
Thomas Andrews and Susan Buggey, the key for gaining traditional knowledge is through the 
direct experience of travel. Navigating this travel relies on the relationship between two 
main tools: storytelling and memory, and physical landscape marker (Andrews and Buggey, 
2016).   

 
 



 
 

Story as navigation tool 
 

Oral cultures, like the Yellowknives Dene, rely on human memory, stories, and 
landmarks in the landscape to keep knowledge. Elders play a key role in this process; stories 
that are told at camp are converted to knowledge once out on the land. These stories are 
then related to physical landscape features, so that the landscape becomes a repository of 
information, ready to be interpreted by someone who knows the stories layered beneath. Two 
popular stories relating to physical landscape features are below:  
 

Kwetiniya (Bear Rock) 
 

Yamoria, an ancient Dene here, skinned three giant beavers that were terrorizing the people 
and tacked their hides to Bear Rock. The beaver pelt outlines are still visible as 3 landslide 

scars. 
 

Willideh (Yellowknife River) 
 

Yamozha, Yamoria’s brother, broke a beaver dam that was blocking the flow of the river into 
Great Slave Lake with his ice shovel. The handle of the shovel became a huge spruce tree 

that is still a sacred site today. 
 

(Government of the Northwest Territories: Yamoria: The One Who Travels) 
 

Seasonal human migration 
 

Much of the travel that was done by the Yellowknives Dene was for hunting, trapping, 
and the annual migrations between the barrens north of the treeline (the subarctic tundra) 
and the woodlands south of the treeline (the Taiga forest and shores of Great Slave Lake).  
The cyclical nature of the Dene traditional lifestyle is based on the cycles of the seasons and 
the annual cycles of wildlife migrations, mainly woodland and barrens caribou, and fish 
swimming in the rivers. These circular patterns of life are what give rise to the idea of 
cyclical time. 
 

Understanding a living heritage 
 



In our current Western world view, Time is linear, and the future will always be 
different from the past. Time is a progression, and events, emotions, or cycles do not repeat, 
and forward momentum and change is fundamental.  
 

In an Indigenous world view, however, time is cyclical, and cyclical time scales are 
infinite. Lines can be drawn across a circle of tome to connect individuals across time scales; 
these lines are stories, as story can link someone in the present to the past.  
 

The diagrams shown on Panel 5 are a new methodology for mapping culture through 
time and space, and aim to show 5 major aspects of history in Old Town, Yellowknife through 
a cyclical time circle, rather than a time line.  They show Yellowknife’s living heritage as a 
long-term cycle of traditional ways of life, a changing city, and the cultural resurgence that 
celebrates traditions and keeps them alive, well into the future. 
 

Old Town Yellowknife’s iconic rocks 
 

The site that I have chosen to explore the idea of cycles, time, and memory is that of 
Old Town, Yellowknife. Old Town is the historic heart of Yellowknife. The Dene peoples have 
been using the surrounding shores of this area for fish camps since time immemorial, and 
Old Town is the site of the first settlements after the gold rush at the turn of the 20th century 
(City of Yellowknife Heritage Committee, 2010).  
 

Yellowknife’s Old Town and surrounding areas host an iconic landscape feature: The 
rocks of Old Town. The rocks are a part of life in Old Town; they have shaped the development 
of the city, as houses are built on stilts and platforms on and around the rocks, which are 
several stories high. In Old Town, the rocks are an undeniable feature upon which people 
have written their stories over thousands of years. These rocks are not just physical features 
of Yellowknife; they are imbued with rich histories and memories over several thousands of 
years and are a part of this city’s identity.  
 

Intercultural Heritage and PlaceMaking Plan 
 

Yellowknife is experiencing a tourism boom, and the city is growing every year. In the 
midst of this rapid demographic change, the City has been in the process of developing a 
story for Yellowknife’s heritage that captures the diverse groups that call this site home. The 
Intercultural Heritage and Place Making Plan was released in 2018 by the City of Yellowknife, 
in consultation with the Yellowknives Dene First Nation and the Yellowknife Heritage 
Committee. A driving goal of the plan is to: 
 



“tell these stories in the manner that reflects their true meaning and living history, so that 
all residents and visitors to Yellowknife have an opportunity to expand their knowledge and 

forge more authentic intercultural connections” 
(City of Yellowknife Heritage Committee, 2018). 

The Plan resulted in the recommendation to install six brass plaques in areas of cultural 
significance to both the City of Yellowknife and the Yellowknives Dene people; four of them 

are in or near Old Town. Three out of these four recommended areas fall directly onto a rocky 
outcropping, and another is 7 meters away from a rock outcrop.  

 
Each of these plaques has a budget of $5,000 and will match brass plaques previously 

installed in the City (City of Yellowknife Council Agenda, 2017). Plaques, while informative, are 
problematic in the context of Old Town, a site with rich, layered cultural landscapes. 
Historical plaques operate on a linear time scale, relegating heritage to the past and 
removing it from us as the reader. They show only a slice of time; in timelining the 
information on these plaques, you can see that these are just glimpses of a rich history. And 
finally, even their very design isolates the individual from the landscape, which is the very 
surface upon which the area’s heritage is embedded.  
 

These proposed plaques are connected to places with deep historical and traditional 
significance, and are sites where traditions are still practiced and are experiencing 
resurgence today. Their driving goal is to reflect a living history, and yet they also remove the 
viewer from the landscape and other them.  
 

In critiquing the proposal of the Intercultural Heritage and Placemaking Plan, it was 
essential to understand the way that people presently move through the landscape. While 
plaques remove people from the landscape, the way that people actually move through the 
landscape is highly experiential, in both western and Indigenous world views.  
 

Understanding how we move through landscapes 
 

According to anthropologist Tim Ingold, there are two ways to perceive landscape. The 
first is the Western worldview, which sees the landscape as a continuous surface, upon 
which humans travel across from one predetermined point to another (Ingold, 2015). This is 
reflected in the network of viewpoints popular with locals in Old Town: Niven Hill, The Rock, 
and McAvoy Rock. The second is the Indigenous worldview, which sees the landscape as a 
mesh of interwoven trails that are used to move through the landscape. These trails are 
created by meandering, by impulse or by memory; as stops are made and landscape markers 
noted, knowledge is acquired.   
 



The way in which people access these viewpoints are more in line with the Indigenous 
worldview of a mesh of interwoven trails. The way they move up the rocks is defined by their 
memory and perception of it; climbing it quickly or slowly, safely or riskily. This movement is 
representative of ways in which Yellowknife’s rocks have influenced other patterns, such as 
the city limits as defined by the rocky landscape, the way that forest cover nestles between 
rocky outcrops, and even at a 1:1 scale, the way that tendrils of lichen grow in the crevices of 
the rock.  
 

Tourism in Old Town 
 

There are two main users of Old Town’s landscape: locals and tourists. The tourist 
population in Old Town fluctuates with the seasons, and the difference is noticeable and 
documented. In the winter, most tourists spend their time at Aurora Borealis viewing camps 
outside of the city, leaving Old Town – and its spectacular viewpoints – to the locals. In the 
spring and fall, fishing and expeditions are the most popular tourist activities. In the 
summer, music festivals and art draw tourists back to this area and its iconic rocky 
landscape (Industry, Tourism, and Investment, 2016). Typical tourist routes in the city follow 
the main roads and major tourist attractions, such as the Pilot’s Monument, and pass by 
many of the access points to the three main rocks in Old town.  
 

Yellowknife and Conceptual Precedents 
 

Old Town itself is known for its funky murals, public art, pop-up festivals, colourful 
houses, and quirky yard decorations. It is an artistic place with a DIY vibe that lends to its 
Northern frontier charm. The Cultural Crossroads installation on McAvoy Rock was designed 
as a collaboration between English, Francophone, Metis, and First Nations Yellowknifers. The 
designs represent symbols from all cultures. An example of “guerrilla” heritage place-making 
is the Residential School Memorial that mysteriously appeared in the Tin Can Hill trails area 
in 2018, just up the street from Old Town.  
 

A precedent that speaks to the seasonality of Yellowknife, but is not necessarily 
related to heritage, is ice roads. Over the winter, lakes and rivers become a mesh of 
unofficial ice roads and snowmobile trails to cabins, traplines, and hunting camps that have 
to be remade every year.  
 

Lastly, two precedents refer to the art world. In A Snowball Track by Richard Long, it is 
the act of creating the track, and its ephemerality, that becomes a visual language for 
impermanence, motion, and relativity through time and space. In Stitching My Landscape by 
Maureen Gruben, an Indigenous artist from Tuktoyaktuk, the act of stitching a line of red 



broadcloath through over 100 ice holes by herself, over the route of the soon to be defunct 
ice road, physically manifests the artist’s memory of the landscape into physical form. 
 

 
PROPOSAL 

 
 

LINE | Celebrating Yellowknife’s living heritage 
 

LINE is a landscape architecture intervention that combines the world view of cyclical 
time, the tradition of storytelling as navigation, and the ways in which Yellowknifers move 
through the landscape to create a powerful metaphor for the ways in which time and space 
was traditionally perceived and engaged with: as living.  
 

To understand the proposal, and the metaphors it is trying to create, we must 
understand the cyclical nature of the traditional Dene way of life, and how it relates to the 
landscape.  
 
Fall 

 
In the fall, the Dene peoples began preparing to move north to the barrens for the 

winter, to hunt the southward caribou that are heading to the woodlands.  
 
Winter  
 

After the fall caribou hunt and throughout the winter, hunters trapped furs in the 
barrens through traplines and hunting camps. Trails were often erased by snow, and the 
barrens were navigable only by memory, physical landscape markers, and cairns left by 
previous travelers.  
 
Spring  
 

In spring, the people returned from the barrens to the woodlands using stories and 
physical landscape features to navigate. Tipis were erected along the shores of Great Slave 
Lake in preparation for the summer fish camps.  
 
Summer  
 



In the summer, families gathered at their traditional camping grounds and share stories of 
their time in the barrens. Navigation information, updates, and stories were passed between 
people and down generations during this time.  
 

It should be noted that while this information is presented in the past tense, the 
traditions outlined here are still very much still practiced in Yellowknife. The use of 
snowmobiles, canvas tents, pickup trucks, woodland cabins, GPS tracking devices, and other 
modern inventions are incorporated into this cyclical way of life today.  
 

LINE is an accelerated microcosm of this cyclical way of life; rather than a plaque, this 
proposal allows visitors to experience what it is like to live in cycles in tandem with the 
seasons, and to connect with stories and memories of those that came before us. Below is a 
description of the cyclical nature of LINE as a landscape intervention: 
 
Fall 
 

In early October, snow is just beginning to fall and the wave of Tourists in Old Town is 
starting to wind down. After the first snowfall, the first paths through the snow winding up 
the rocks are laid by locals.  
 
Winter  
 

Paths and lookout points continue to be laid through the snow throughout the winter. 
People instinctively follow previous paths, or make their own as they are drawn to a 
particular view or object. Over the course of the season, a meshwork of unique trails, each 
imbued with the memory of the individual who laid it, is documented by snow. These paths 
are aerially photographed by drones every two weeks as part of the City of Yellowknife Aerial 
Survey Program, should they be covered by snow again.  
 
Spring  
 

In late May, at the start of Spring and once the snow has melted, the paths that were 
laid in the winter are painted onto the rock with whitewash, an all-natural, non-toxic, semi-
permanent paint.  
 
Summer  
 

Over the course of the summer, these paths, physical manifestations of the memories 
of those who walked the rock in the winter, are observed, followed, and experienced by 



visitors to the rock. The lines are a physical manifestation of the act of the storytelling by 
locals leaving paths in the snow from the previous winter. At the end of summer, in late 
August, these white lines are documented using drone aerial photography again, as they will 
slowly disappear over time.   
 
Fall  
 

Again, in early October, the paths disappear beneath the snow, and new paths are laid 
as people recall the whitewash lines, which capture memories from the previous winter.  
 

Seasonal storytelling as landscape practice 
 

Oral cultures rely on people, and their memories, to keep knowledge alive. Knowledge 
transfer is a long, winding process that occurs through storytelling and experience of the 
landscape, and cannot be learned from a physical object (Blondin et al.). This proposal uses 
the paths laid by locals in the winter to create a physical manifestation of a storytelling 
practice, drawing a line through time between those who walk the rocks in the summer and 
those who walk the rocks in the winter.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

RESULTS & IMPLICATIONS 
 
 

Results 
 
Non-physical 
 

This proposal is in direct response to the aforementioned goal of the Intercultural 
Heritage and Placemaking Plan:	 
 

“tell these stories in the manner that reflects their true meaning and living history, so that 
all residents and visitors to Yellowknife have an opportunity to expand their knowledge and 

forge more authentic intercultural connections.” 
 

This proposal centers the experience of a metaphor for a seasonal way of life based in 
storytelling and memory as the counterproposal to a plaque. The experience of this proposal 
is what allows residents and visitors to forge a more authentic intercultural connection.  
 
Physical  
 

The second end result is a physical object; It is a map of the meshwork of lines 
through the landscape, as people move through the landscape guided by their memory. 
Similar to the Traditional Knowledge maps discussed in the beginning of this essay, this new 
map will reveal patterns of accumulated change, and how relationships between memory, 
story, and landscape changes over time.  

 
Larger implications 

 
Earlier in this essay, a new methodology for examining the history of Yellowknife’s 

Old Town through the idea of cyclical time was presented. It emphasized how past traditions 
are kept alive to present day, and how cultural resurgence will continue traditions into the 
future.  To understand the larger implications of LINE, we must examine how Old Town’s 
heritage has been perceived and documented over time, and what that might look like in the 
future.  
 



Traditionally, heritage and culture was orally transmitted using memory. This was 
disrupted by residential schools, but important cultural resurgence projects, like the “I Was 
Born Here” project and the YKDFN Traditional Knowledge Report sought to document 
traditional knowledge from Elders. Presently, the Oral History Project, the Dene Mapping 
Project, and the Bluenose East Caribou Conservation Strategy all seek to keep storytelling, 
memories, and traditional knowledge alive as an essential part of Yellowknife’s living 
heritage, and LINE has the potential to do this as well.  
 

The implication of this project for the field of landscape architecture is to question 
how we, in our practice, meaningfully engage with Indigenous histories and worldviews, and 
the living heritage of a place. We might ask ourselves whether infrastructure, or built 
objects, could be considered differently, and how the highly experiential and qualitative 
methodology of storytelling might be incorporated into our work. In designing heritage 
landscapes specifically, we could give more careful thought to the traditions being 
commemorated, and effective ways to celebrate ways of life that are still practiced today.  
 


